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SEP & SIMPLE IRA Plans: Strategies for  
Making Correct Contributions and Deductions (edited transcript) 

 

 

Mikio Thomas:    

Hi my name is Mikio Thomas. I work for Employee Plans 
Examinations Division of the Internal Revenue Service. I do data 
analysis; help write the outreach material for our Director of 
Examinations. I’ve been with the service for a little over 30 years. 
Does it tell? Yeah but I’m glad to be here. For those of you that 
attend our Retirement Plan Tax Form Sessions regularly I thank 
you.  
 
In addition you realize most of our topics revolve around small-
business employers and sole proprietors.  

 

 
Our section of the website provides a wealth of information to 
small-business owners about retirement planning for themselves 
and for their employees, choosing the right plan, maintaining the 
plan and contribution rules are just some of the items that we 
provide on our website. You hopefully also remember us telling 
you in years past that we along with the Treasury Department are 
trying to get small-business employers to establish a retirement 
plan for themselves and their employees. According to the 2012 
US Census Bureau there are more than 5 million businesses with 
less than 20 workers. In the same 2012 year a lot of surveys tell us 
that only 40 percent of small-business employees participate in any 
retirement plan.  

 
 

 We need to get those numbers up so more people have an 
opportunity to save for retirement. I didn’t mean to get all up there 
but I’ve been watching the conventions the past couple weeks. SEP 
and SIMPLE IRA-based plans are 2 popular plan types that small 
business employers choose to provide retirement benefits for 
themselves and their employees. The SEP stands for Simplified 
Employee Pension Plan. The SEP plan allows plan sponsors to 
contribute to traditional IRA’s set up for the employees. A self-
employed business can adopt a SEP, the other plan -- SIMPLE --
stands for Savings Incentive Match Plan for Employees.  

 
The SIMPLE plan is ideally suited as a startup retirement plan for 
small-business employers who currently do not sponsor a 
retirement plan.  
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 These are the two easiest plans to administer but that doesn’t mean 
we don’t find errors in these plans when we go out and examine 
these plans. Many of the errors center around contribution and 
deduction issues and some employers tell us that they find 
contributions and deductions confusing when it comes to 
maintaining these SEPs and SIMPLE IRA plans. That’s why I’ll 
go through the rules in these plans.  

 
 

I’ll start with the discussion of the SEP and SIMPLE contribution 
requirements and then what I’ll do is tie in the plan contribution 
limitations that apply. I’ll then chat about deductions.  

 
Where do you place the deduction? Which form do I use? Which 
line item do I need to complete? I understand there’s plenty of 
confusion in this area and I hope to clarify the situation for you and 
then I’m gonna tread lightly into the wonderful world of self-
employed contribution calculations, which when you first see the 
worksheet you might think you need a Master’s Degree in 
Mathematics to determine the proper deduction. That is not true.  

 
 

 It’s helpful but it’s not true. From there we’ll discuss the required 
minimum distribution rules. Next prohibitive transactions could 
occur in these IRA’s and I’ll provide examples of these 
transactions and why you don’t wanna deal with ‘em and then 
finally I’ll go into detail about the contribution to deduction-related 
recurring errors that we find on our examinations and steps to find, 
fix and avoid some of these errors. I’ve been doing outreach pretty 
much my whole IRS career and my manager, she has as well so  
before one of us go out, we call the other, give a little bit of advice 
so I gave her a call before I came out here this week and I said, 
“Okay what do you have?” And she said, “If your speech is long, it 
better be good. If it’s bad, it better be short and if you fail at this, 
you better have free candy.”  

 
So I think we’re good but you know when you see “In case of 
emergency break glass?”  

 

 Just in case but I think we’re good.  
 

We’re gonna start with the SEP Contribution Rules. Generally any 
employee who is age 21 and performed services for your business 
in 3 of the last 5 years is eligible to participate in the Employer 
SEP plan and receive a contribution. The law requires a written 
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contribution formula. For example if you use our Form 5305 SEP 
to establish your plan that form lists the contribution requirements. 
Some of these rules include 1; contributions are based only on 
compensation of the first $265,000.00 for each employee. Now this 
amount is for this year, 2016. Each October this limit and others 
are adjusted annually for cost-of-living adjustments.  

 
 

 You’ll find a table on our website with the current year limits as 
well as the previous two years. I suggest you visit this site to 
ensure you’re using the proper limitations. For a SEP there is no 
requirement that you make a contribution in every year. When you 
do contribute however you must contribute to the SEP IRA’s of all 
eligible employees. Contribution to SEP accounts are always 100-
percent vested or owned by the employee. Rules permit only cash 
contributions.  

 
Contributing property would be prohibited and elective deferrals 
are not permitted in SEP IRA’s. If you wish for your employees to 
be able to make their own contributions or they come up and 
suggest they would like a plan where they can make their own 
contributions, we suggest establishing a SIMPLE IRA. So those 
are the general rules.  

 
 

 And what I wanna do now is when we do these outreach we get a 
lotta questions so I’m gonna share with you some of the questions 
that we get in this in area and provide you the answers. The first 
question is do I have to contribute for a participant who is no 
longer employed on the last day of the year? And the answer is yes 
you do unless they are otherwise eligible for a contribution. A SEP 
cannot have a last-day-of-the-year employment requirement like 
other plans do. If the employee is otherwise eligible they must 
share in any SEP contribution so this would include eligible 
employees who die, get fired, get laid off or just quit working 
before the contribution is made.  

 
Another question is if I participate in a SEP plan can I also make 
tax-deductible, traditional IRA contributions to my SEP IRA? And 
the answer is if the SEP IRA permits non-SEP contributions you 
can indeed make regular IRA contributions, including IRA catchup 
contributions if you’re age 50 or over to your SEP IRA up the 
maximum annual limit.   

 
 A key point here:  Remember the amount of the regular IRA 

contribution that you can deduct on your income tax return may be 
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reduced or eliminated due to your participation in the SEP plan and 
also I mentioned the Form 5305 SEP. That does allow employees 
to make non-SEP contributions.  

 
Let’s move on now to the SIMPLE IRA Contribution Rules. The 
employer must annually choose one of two contribution methods. 
Employers can either make a fixed contribution of 2 percent of pay 
for all eligible employees even for those who do not elect to defer 
salary into the plan or they can match employee contributions, 
dollar-for-dollar, 100 percent up to 3 percent of compensation.  

 
 

 Now this match can be reduced as low as one percent but no more 
than two calendar years out of five. The second way a SIMPLE 
IRA is funded is through employee salary deferrals and the amount 
an employee can defer for 2016 is $12,500.00. Some employers  
will set up an automatic enrollment feature in the SIMPLE IRA 
plan and what this allows is the employer to automatically deduct a 
fixed percentage or an amount from an employee’s wages and 
contribute that to the SIMPLE IRA plan unless the employee has 
affirmatively chosen to contribute another amount or nothing. 
These automatic enrollment contributions qualify as elective 
deferrals.  

 
 

 Also employees may elect to terminate their salary reduction 
contributions to a SIMPLE IRA plan at any time and if they do so 
the SIMPLE IRA plan may preclude them from resuming salary 
deferrals until the beginning of the next calendar year. Again we 
get some questions in this area so we’ll provide you some Q&A 
that we get on these. What steps do I need to take if I wanna switch 
to non-elective contributions instead of matching contributions? 
And as I mentioned you can substitute the 2-percent non-elective 
contribution for matching contribution for the year. In a SIMPLE 
IRA every eligible employee has a 60-day election period that 
allows him or her to make or change their salary reduction election 
and select the financial institution that will serve as their trustee, 
custodian or issuer of the employee’s SIMPLE IRA and as an 
employer you are required to notify eligible employees prior to this 
60-day election period about their opportunity that I just described.  

 
 

 Included with this notification among other items would be your 
intent to change to the non-elective contribution. Another question:  
If an employee starts or stops salary-reduction contributions in the 
middle of the year, can I make my three-percent match based only 
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on the compensation earned during the period they actually 
contributed? And the answer there is no. You must base you 
SIMPLE IRA plan employer matching contribution on the 
employee’s entire calendar-year compensation regardless of when 
the employee starts or stops contributing during the year. The 
maximum matching contribution is always three percent of the 
employee’s compensation for the entire calendar year.  

 
You are permitted to make matching contributions on a per-pay-
period basis or by the due date of the employer’s tax return, 
including extensions and let me give you a brief example with this.  

 
 

 Let’s say we have Bob who’s a participant in the SIMPLE IRA 
plan. He has an annual salary of $50,000.00. He starts contributing 
to the SIMPLE IRA plan on September 1 and he defers $1,536.00 
from September 1 through December 31. Bob’s employer must 
match Bob’s deferrals up to 3 percent of Bob’s calendar-year 
compensation so; in this case, it’d be 3 percent of $50,000.00 or 
$1,500.00. It doesn’t matter that Bob only contributed to the plan 
during the last 4 months of the calendar year.  

 
There are limits in contribution amounts for both plans. For SEP’s 
the contributions you make to each employee’s IRA cannot exceed 
the lesser of 25 percent of compensation or $53,000.00.  

 
 

 And again remember the 2016 compensation limit is $265,000.00. 
It is important to note here that these limits apply to all 
contributions you make for your employees to all defined 
contribution plans. SEP’s are included in this category. For 
example if an employee also participates in that employer’s 401(k) 
plan he or she must adhere to this limit for both plans. With 
SIMPLE’s an employee may defer up to $12,500.00 for 2016 and 
employees age 50 or over can make a catch-up contribution of up 
to $3,000.00, again, for the year 2016. The salary reduction 
contributions under a SIMPLE IRA plan are elective deferrals that 
count toward the overall, annual limit on elective deferrals an 
employee may make to this and any other plans permitting elective 
deferrals. The elective deferral limit for an employee with more 
than 1 plan is $18,000.00.  

 
 

  
And as I mentioned before but it bears repeating the numbers that 
I’m referencing here could change every year. We meaning the 
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Internal Revenue Service announce cost-of-living adjustments 
around October of every year and they’re posted on our website 
and some of you have come back and said could you even have 
more than the past couple years so what we’ve done is we’ve set 
up a table that goes back to 1989, if you need to check any limits 
from that time.  
 
 
I mentioned earlier that we really want more small-business 
employers to establish a SEP, a SIMPLE or any retirement plan so 
more workers have access to an account when the time comes for 
retirement. There are other benefits and incentives for establishing 
a retirement plan, including high-contribution limits so you and 
your employees can set aside large amounts for retirements.  

 
 

 The catchup rule’s -- that I just discussed earlier – so you can set 
aside additional contributions and money in the plan grows, tax-
free. One other major benefit is the employer contributions are 
deductible from the employer’s income. This benefit however does 
come with confusion and many questions. How much am I 
permitted to deduct each year? Where do I report this deduction? I 
will discuss the dos and do-not’s when it comes to deducting these 
contributions.  

 
Let me begin with the requirements for depositing contributions 
and when you should take the deduction on your return. For SEP 
IRA contributions and for the SIMPLE IRA matching and non-
elective employer contributions you must deposit these 
contributions for a year by the due date, including extensions  for 
filing your federal income tax return for the year. Now if you 
obtain an extension for filing your tax return, you have until the 
end of that extension period to deposit the contribution regardless 
of when you actually filed a return.  
 

 

 If you did not request an extension to file your tax return and did 
not deposit the plan contributions by the following due date for 
that return you are not allowed to deduct any plan contributions on 
that year’s return. The contributions may be deductible in the 
following year’s return so I suggest if you improperly deducted 
plan contributions on your return, you file an amended tax return 
as soon as possible. Remember that employees can make 
contributions to the SIMPLE IRA. These salary-reduction 
contributions made to a SIMPLE IRA plan are not deductible by 
participants from their income on the Form 1040. Employee salary 
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reduction contributions to a SIMPLE IRA are not included on the 
“Wage, Tips, Other Compensation” box on Form W-2 Wage and 
Tax Statement and they are not reported as income on the Form 
1040.  

 
 

 If you are a sole proprietor or partner however you would deduct 
your own salary-reduction contributions as well as the matching or 
non-elective contributions you receive. Now that we know the 
depositing and deduction rules, the next concern focuses on how 
much you’re allowed to deduct each year. For SEP IRA’s the most 
you can deduct on your business’s tax return for contributions to 
your employee’s SEP IRA’s is the lesser of your contributions or 
25 percent of compensation. If you’re self-employed and 
contribute to your own SEP IRA there is the special computation 
to figure the maximum deduction and we’ll be covering that in a 
few minutes. You may deduct all contributions made to your 
employee’s SIMPLE IRA’s on your tax return.  

 
So now we move to where you report the deduction. As you can 
see from the screen there are several different forms that could be 
an option.  

 
 

 And I’ll begin with the form near and dear to everyone’s heart, 
Form 1040. Line 28 of the Form 1040 is the place you report the 
deductions you made for yourself to the SEP or the SIMPLE IRA 
if you are self-employed. This is considered an adjustment to your 
gross income and why is that important? It means you can take this 
deduction regardless of whether you itemize your deductions or 
take the standard deduction and note this is not where you report 
the deductions for contributions made to any of your employees 
and I know it seems a bit strange to place your deduction in one 
place and the deductions for contributions made to your employees 
somewhere else. All contributions are made to the same plan from 
the same company and there’s a reason for this and that reason is 
self-employment tax.  

 
I’m not gonna get too involved with the details but without making 
this a personal deduction versus a business deduction there could 
exist a way for you to reduce or eliminate self-employment tax.  

 
 

 So then Line 19 of the Form 1040 (Schedule C) is the line item for 
the deduction for contributions made to your employees and that 
line is called Pension and Profit-Sharing Plans. Line 23 of the 
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Form 1040 (Schedule F) is the same line item, Pension and Profit-
Sharing Plans. If your business engages in farming activities, this 
is considered a business deduction so establishing retirement plan 
and making contributions for your employees enables you to add 
that as an expense, which means you reduce the business’s total 
profit, which reduces the taxable income and reduces your self-
employment tax and, oh yeah, you’re also helping your employees 
have some security with a retirement account and, oh yeah, you’re 
also helping yourself to be prepared for retirement so as you can 
see there are many pluses for establishing a retirement plan.  

 
 

 If you need to report items such as income, SEP and SIMPLE 
deductions, et cetera, from the operation of a partnership you use 
Form 1065 and we have a caveat here. You do not deduct 
payments for partners to any  retirement plan including SEP’s and 
SIMPLE’s. You report  these amounts on the Schedule K-1. You 
need to complete Box 13, which is labeled “Other Deductions” and 
the code you would place in this box along with the deduction is 
“R,” which stands for pensions and IRA’s. These amounts are then 
deducted by the partners on their own returns, which would be – 
say it with me – Line 28 on the Form 1040. Line 18 of the Form 
1065 is the place to enter the deductible contributions not claimed 
elsewhere on the return made by the partnership for its common-
law employees under a SEP or SIMPLE IRA plan.  

 
 Domestic corporations would claim the SEP and SIMPLE 

deductions on Line 23 of Form 1120. If you qualify as and submit 
the proper paperwork as an S Corporation you would claim the 
SEP and SIMPLE deductions on Line 17 of Form 1120S.  

 

Before we move on I wanted to stop and provide clarification on 
the Form 1040 and the lines that you see on the slide, Lines 28 and 
32. Some people inform me they sometimes get confused over the 
2 line items and some even wonder why there even these 2 
separate line items. I discussed Line 28. This is where you place 
your deduction if you’re self-employed and contribute to you SEP, 
SIMPLE or other retirement plan.  

 
Line 32 is your tax deduction to a traditional IRA, now onto the 
reason for the 2 line items and the importance of placing the proper 
amount on the proper line.  

 
 

 When you file your Form 1040 the computer screen a return and 
related forms submitted related submitted related to your return so 
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it’s important to differentiate between regular IRA deductions and 
retirement-plan deductions. Nobody ever – including me – wants 
to receive a letter from the Internal Revenue Service. I work for 
them and they send me mail and I open the mailbox and see that 
eagle I kinda cringe, not sure what it’s gonna be. So if you for 
example place your self-employed SEP or SIMPLE deduction on 
Line 32 it could raise a red flag and receive a letter from the IRS. 
They may question why you’re deducting more than the IRA 
deduction limit and it might ask you to verify this IRA deduction, 
as records also indicate, you’re also covered by a retirement plan. 
If you or your spouse are recovered by a retirement plan there’s a 
possibility that your IRA deduction could be reduced or eliminated 
and this determination is dependent on your income.  

 
 

 So again I suggest you take the time and ensure you have the right 
deduction on the right line and before we move on, too, there’s a 
couple of other forms that deal with IRA’s and let me briefly get 
into those. The Form 8606 has you report any non-deductible 
contributions you made to your traditional IRA. This amount is 
placed in Line 1 of this form after you complete the worksheet 
that’s contained in the Form 1040 Instructions. There’s also a form 
5329 that you has you report any excess traditional IRA or ROTH 
IRA contributions that are not timely removed and Line 15 is the 
place you input that amount. And a quick retirement tip:  Some 
people tell me they will not put money in an IRA if they’re not 
getting the deduction for it and that’s fine but even though that 
may be the case, you still will be helping yourself towards your 
retirement goal with those contributions.  

 
 

 All right let us go back to Line 28 of the Form 1040. We know that 
this is the place to enter your SEP or SIMPLE contribution if 
you’re self-employed but we have not discussed how much you 
can deduct. I know some people go to the instructions of 
Publication 560, which is called Retirement Plans for Small 
Business, go to Chapter 5, see the 3 pages and the 21-step 
worksheet to compute the deduction for Line 28 and have a panic 
attack. There is a lot of content in the instructions but it’s really not 
difficult at all so let’s try to walk through it. Remember this 
deduction is only for the self-employed contribution and not for the 
other employees.  

 
The first number you need is the net profit from your 1040 
(Schedule C or Schedule F), whatever form you’re required to 
complete. So you’ll need the net profit from that first step to 
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complete 1040 (Schedule SE) to determine your self-employment 
tax, which is another required schedule you need to complete. 

 
 

 Hopefully the flowchart on the schedule indicates you can use a 
Short Schedule SE to save you some time. Your self-employment 
tax is reported on Line 57 of the Form 1040 and your deduction for 
one half of self-employment tax is entered on Line 27. The Line 27 
entry is the number you need to compute your retirement plan 
deduction so the next step is to locate your plan’s contribution rate, 
which would be in the plan. After that you go back to Publication 
560’s Rate Table for Self-Employed and match your plan’s 
contribution rate, which is Column A to the rate needed for the 
deduction worksheet, which aligns with Column B. Now this rate 
table only works if your plan’s contribution rate is a whole 
percentage like 10 percent.  

 
It will not work if the contribution is 10.25 percent, for example.  

 
 

 And so if you’re planning to use something other than a whole 
percentage there is a three-step rate worksheet for self-employed to 
determine that rate needed for the deduction worksheet so if you 
hate math I suggest amending the plan to have a whole percentage 
contribution rate. And speaking of hating math now it’s time to do 
the deduction worksheet. Seriously this is not a bad worksheet. 
There are a total of 21 steps but if you do not have elective 
deferrals or catchup contributions these steps greatly reduce. Now 
I’m not advocating that you forego these items just to make the 
worksheet easier to complete.  

 
Even with these items there’s just some easy multiplication and 
subtraction. When you are done the worksheet provides the 
maximum deductible contribution. You enter the lesser of your 
actual contribution or your calculated maximum deductible 
contribution on Line 28. Again we try to give you as many tools to 
help you with this and we have 2.  

 
 One is in the Publication 560. We put in there a very good example 

of completing the worksheet, the portion of the Schedule SE that 
needs completed for this purpose and display where you enter 
certain figures in the Adjusted Gross Income Section of the Form 
1040. Also on our website we have a completely different example 
when computing this amount and we also put in a methods you can 
double-check your math to make sure you do have the right 
amount to ensure you correctly determine your maximum 
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deductible contribution. So there it is, not too terribly difficult. 
You need 2 figures from forms you’re required to complete 
anyway. Then you look up your plan’s contribution rate and match 
it to a rate to use the deduction worksheet and then just grab a 
calculator.  

 
 The law tells us that we cannot keep funds in our SEP and 

SIMPLE IRA’s indefinitely. They must be distributed after a 
certain time. The law uses the term required minimum distribution 
or in this acronym-heavy world these days, RMD’s. You must take 
your first required minimum distribution for the year in which you 
turn 70 and a half.  However the first payment can be delayed until 
April 1 of the year following the year in which you turn age 70 and 
a half. For all subsequent years, including the year in which you 
were paid the first RMD by April 1, you must make the RMD by 
December 31 of that year.  

 
In other words that first year you will take out 2 RMD’s, one on 
April 1 and one on December 31. Calculating this required 
minimum distribution amount is again a matter of looking up a 
number on a table and locating the division button on the 
calculator.   

 

 Again on our website we provide worksheets to assist in 
determining your required minimum distribution. I suggest you go 
to your favorite search engine and type in the term “required 
minimum distribution worksheets.” The link should be the first 
item listed. You may also wanna read Publication 590-B, as in boy, 
Distributions from Individual Retirement Accounts. This 
publication comes in handy when it comes to rules about 
beneficiaries and RMD’s. Again we get a lot, a lotta questions 
when it comes to RMD’s so, again, I’ll share some of the questions 
I receive when I do outreach.  

 
Can I contribute to the SEP IRA or a SIMPLE IRA of a participant 
over age 70 and a half and the answer is you must contribute for 
each employee eligible to participate in your SEP even if they are 
over age 70 and a half. Employers must continue to make matching 
or non-elective contributions to employee’s SIMPLE IRA’s even 
after an employee reaches age 70 and a half as well.  

 
  

Employees who are age 70 and a half  or over can still make 
salaried deferral contributions to their SIMPLE IRA’s, however an 
employee who is age 70 and a half must also begin to take required 
minimum distributions from the account. Another question we get:  
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Can an account owner just take an RMD from one account instead 
of separately from each account? And the answer is yes. An IRA 
owner must calculate the RMD separately for each IRA that he or 
she owns but can withdraw the total amount for one or more of the 
IRA’s. Another question that came in:  There was an error in the 
RMD calculation and it resulted in me receiving more than the 
minimum. Can I receive credit for that excess amount in the next 
year?  
 
If you received more than your required minimum distribution in 
one year, you cannot treat the excess, which is the amount that is 
more than the required minimum distribution, as part of your 
required minimum distribution for any later year.  

 
 

 However any amount distributed in your 70 and a half year will be 
credited toward the amount that must be distributed by April 1 of 
the following year. Another question:  I turned 70 and a half and 
separated from service from my employer on December 31, 2015, 
when is my RMD due? You are required to take an RMD for 2015 
even though it’s December 31 but since it’s your first required 
minimum distribution from the plan it’s required to be taken by 
April 1, 2016. Another question:  I would rather receive my RMD 
in installments throughout the year than receive a check in 
December, is this permitted? And the answer is yes.  

 
The yearly required minimum distributions can be taken in a series 
of installments. It can be done quarterly, it can be done monthly, as 
long as the total distributions for the year are at least as much as 
the minimum required amount.  

 
 

 Discuss this request with your financial institution. I have never 
heard of this request being denied. As a matter of fact my parents 
each do it separately. My mother just wants that big check in 
December because it’s Christmastime. My dad wants it on the 15 
of every month.  

 
For him it’s 12 Christmastimes. My spouse died and had an RMD 
due. Must that RMD be taken? And the answer is yes and what I 
would highly suggest again is go to Publication 590-B and that 
provides plenty of assistance for different beneficiaries whether it’s 
a spouse, whether it’s someone other than a spouse, the situation 
where you have multiple beneficiaries, the situation where a trust 
may be a beneficiary, Publication 590-B takes care of all those 
items and those situations. This last question is the one I always 
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hate hearing:  I missed my first RMD deadline, what do I need to 
do?  

 
 

 And you all probably know this but if the distributions to you in 
any year are less than the RMD for that year, including zero, you 
will be subject to additional tax equal to 50 percent of the 
undisputed required minimum distribution. Please do not have that 
happen to you.  

 
I wanna spend just a few short minutes on prohibited transactions, 
which I know sounds boring. As a matter of fact my manager said, 
“Bring an extra thing of candy for this one” however these few 
words could save you and your retirement funds down the road and 
I’ll keep it brief so stay with me. A prohibited transaction with 
respect to an IRA occurs if the owner or beneficiary of the IRA 
engages a certain transaction such as borrowing money from the 
IRA or using the IRA as security for a loan.  

 
These are just 2 examples. There are other improper uses of IRA 
account that would be deemed a prohibited transaction.  

 
 

 With retirement plans such as a 401(k) plan these laws impose 
excise taxes on prohibited transactions, however with an individual 
retirement account instead of imposing an excise tax on the parties 
to the transaction, the Internal Revenue Code provides the account 
is no longer an individual retirement account and it’s treated as if 
the assets were distributed on the first day of the taxable year in 
which the prohibited transaction occurred. A prohibited transaction 
can also occur between an IRA and a disqualified person other 
than the IRA owner or beneficiary such as a relative of the owner 
or beneficiary or maybe even a fiduciary. If a prohibited 
transaction with respect to an IRA involves a disqualified person 
other than the IRA owner or beneficiary than that other person is 
subject to the prohibited transaction excise tax.  

 
 

 So that was real quick. I’ll wrap it up but just remember to avoid 
these types of transactions with your IRA and if you’re unsure 
about anything I refer you to Publication 590-A, which is called 
Contributions to your Individual Retirement Accounts.  

 
I wanna share with you some of the recurring errors that we find 
on examinations of our SEP and SIMPLE IRA’s and the errors that 
I’m sharing with you today are directly or indirectly related to 
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contributions or deductions, what we’ve been talking about. We 
share these with you so you can back to your clients and even 
check your own plans to make sure that they don’t have these 
errors and if you do you can get ‘em corrected quickly. Starting 
with SIMPLE’s the first error involves excluding employees that 
are eligible to participate under the terms of the plan. These 
employees are missing an opportunity to make elective deferrals 
and to receive the employer contribution.  

 
 

 One of the reasons this error occurs includes excluding part-time 
employees. The eligibility requirements for a SIMPLE are, 1, you 
reasonably expect the employee to receive at least $5,000.00 in 
compensation during the calendar year and, 2, the employee did so 
at any 2 prior years. So if a part-time employee meets that 
eligibility requirement they should be participating in the plan. 
Another reason involves controlled-group issues. A controlled 
group of businesses is a group of related group of businesses that 
have common ownership. If a controlled group exists as defined by 
the code and regulations the employees of those businesses are 
considered together for certain qualified-plan requirements, 
including participating in a SIMPLE IRA plan.  

 
The next area you see on the list is if the 60-day notice is not 
provided to employees as required.   

 
 

 Prior to November 2, the beginning of the 60-day election prior to 
each calendar year, the employer should give notice to each 
employee about their right to make a salaried deferral election, the 
employer’s decision to make either a fixed or a matching 
contribution, including the amount of the contribution and other 
items as required by law. Another recurring error involves 
matching contributions. We often find that no matching 
contribution was made. Sometimes we find that not enough of a 
contribution was made and yes sometimes we even find that too 
much of a contribution was made. It is important to remember 
when you change the matching percentage so you can do the 
proper match and operation. So if you reduce it from 3 percent to 2 
percent, make sure that whoever’s doing the administrative knows 
that you’ve changed it 2 percent for that year.  

 
We also find at times that the highly-compensated employees are 
receiving a greater matching contribution than the non-highly-
compensated folks. Everybody should be receiving the same 
percentage.  
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 The next error occurs on almost every retirement plan type 
including SIMPLE’s and that is the definition of compensation in 
the plan is different than the definition used in operation. Now I’m 
not sure why this is in SIMPLE’s but it seems most often bonuses 
are excluded in plan operation with SIMPLE’s compared to other 
plans so if your company provides bonuses make sure these 
amounts are included when determining contributions and it 
matches the definition of compensation. The last SIMPLE error I’ll 
discuss today involves late deposits of salary deferrals. IRS rules 
require you to deposit the salary deferral contributions no later than 
30 days following the month in which you withheld the deferrals 
from the employee’s salary. Generally plans that benefit 
employees other than an owner employee and spouse are subject to 
Department of Labor rules.  

 
 

 And with these rules they require you to transfer your employees’ 
salary deferral contributions to their SIMPLE IRA’s at the earliest 
date on which the employer can reasonably segregate the 
contributions from the employer’s general assets and the DOL 
provides a 7-day safe harbor to deposit elective deferrals for which 
most simple IRA plans would qualify. What we find on our 
examinations if deferrals are late by several weeks and some are 
even late by several months. I suggest you establish planned 
administrative procedures to ensure that you have made employee 
salary deferral contributions to the employee’s SIMPLE IRA 
shortly after you withheld amounts from their paychecks.  

 
We’ll now take a look and review the recurring errors we find in 
SEP’s and if you look at the screen, the first 3 bullets we just 
talked about, they’re the same thing with the SIMPLE plans, the 
only difference is the eligibility requirement.  

 
  

Employees must be included in the SEP plan if they have attained 
age 21, worked for your business in at least 3 of the last 5 years 
and received at least $600.00 in compensation from your business 
for that year. Moving down to the fourth bullet, as I mentioned 
before and we see this a good bit, employee salary reduction 
contributions cannot be made under a SEP and again I’ll repeat if 
you wish for your employees to make salary deferrals, we suggest 
that you establish a SIMPLE instead. The last error involves 
allowing excess contributions of the SEP and this error occurs for 
2 reasons. The first reason is exceeding what is known as the 
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Internal Revenue Code 415 Limitations. Specifically the 415 Limit 
is the amount of contributions made to an employee’s SEP IRA, 
which is the lesser of the dollar limitation, which is $53,000.00 for 
2016 or 25 percent of the employee’s compensation.   

 
 

 Remember these dollar limits I mentioned are adjusted annually. 
Also we see some SEP plan documents that specify lower-
contribution limits so the plan may say $50,000.00 and the law 
says $53,000.00 but if that occurs the plan’s lower limit does take 
precedent and it should be $50,000.00 in that example. The second 
reason for this error involves what we discussed earlier, the self-
employed calculations. We find many errors in these calculations 
so I suggest you take the time to correctly calculate these 
contributions and I’ll revisit the excess-contribution error in just a 
few minutes.  

 
So what I’ve just done is discuss some of the recurring errors we’re 
finding in SEP and SIMPLE IRA plans. The reason why we share 
these errors with you again is so you  can go back and check  your 
plans or your client’s plans and hopefully make corrections sooner 
rather than later.  

 
 

 And based on practitioner input, folks just like you, we’ve 
produced what you see on the screen. This is a tool you can share 
with your clients to maintain a SEP, SIMPLE or most any other 
retirement plan. Practitioners want to share the message as well as 
we do that it’s far better to correct errors sooner than later. We 
have 3 correction programs and you can see them going across-the-
top:  Audit CAP, Voluntary Correction and Self-Correction, all of 
the errors that I discussed today in…fit in one or more of those 
programs, depending on many factors. On our Retirement Plans 
Help Page, I suggest you go to the Maintaining Your Plan section.  

 
The first link in this category is called Correcting Plan Errors. This 
is the site you’ll wanna visit when you find a possible error in a 
plan. Getting back to the chart, let’s start at the far-right with self-
correction.  

 
 The self-correction, the cost of correction you can see is small 

because you caught the error early, hopefully because of good 
internal controls or a yearly check of the plan. Correction does not 
take much time either for the exact same reasons. Remember 
earlier when we discussed we didn’t wanna get any letters or 
contact the IRS at all? Self-correction is the program for you. You 
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do not contact the IRS when you self-correct and there are no IRS 
fees.  

 
Again as you can see from the chart the only cost is related to 
finding and fixing the mistake so many good benefits come with 
self-correction. The middle column represents our Voluntary 
Correction Program. If there’s an error that’s not eligible for self-
correction, you can submit your errors to this IRS program. Now 
as you can see from the chart correction will take a little bit more 
money, more time is involved and you must submit a compliance 
fee to have the plan correction method approved by the IRS.  

 
 

 Voluntary correction is a great alternative to what I’m gonna 
discuss next and that is the last column, which is the Audit Closing 
Agreement program or Audit CAP. This is when the IRS agent 
finds the error while performing an examination of the SEP or 
SIMPLE IRA. This column tells the not-so-feel-good story with 
this option. Correction will take more time and money because the 
error was not caught immediately. It might’ve been four or five 
years, for instance.  

 
There is also a sanction amount that is negotiated between the plan 
sponsor and the IRS so if it helps use this chart to show your 
clients the importance of performing a yearly review of the plan 
and making any corrections, if needed, immediately when they 
find the error. I’ve had some practitioners show me that they’ve 
printed it, laminated it, they take it and show it to their clients, they 
have it as little placemats, they have it on the wall, whatever you 
can do to get your clients to realize the importance of checking 
their plan yearly will work for us.  

 
 

 So when you visit the Correct Plan’s Errors Page you’ll find a link 
for Fix-It Guides. We have a Fix-It Guide for SEP and SIMPLE’s 
and these guides show the most frequent errors found on 
examination as well as the ones that are submitted into by the 
Voluntary Correction Program and we give a description on how to 
find, fix and avoid these errors. Again what we’re trying to do is 
supply you with as many tools as possible to keep the retirement 
plan in compliance with the rules. We want people to establish 
retirement plans and we know it takes a lotta time and a lotta work 
to keep it going so what we do is try to give as many tools as 
possible to help you to make sure they’re in compliance. Let us go 
through just one example and let’s bring back the final error we 
were discussing, which is the SEP Excess Contributions.  
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To find the mistake we suggest you calculate 25 percent of each 
employee’s compensation.  

 
  

Remember the $265,000.00 limit in 2016 and compare the total 
contribution made for the employee to the lesser of that amount or 
the dollar limitation for that year, again which is $53,000.00 in 
2016. We also suggest you review the special calculations made 
for the self-employed individuals. It would not hurt to read the plan 
too, to see if the plan has lower dollar amounts than what I stated 
above. To fix this particular error we provide 2 alternative methods 
to correct this failure:  The amount in excess of the annual limit, 
adjusted for earnings, through the date of correction should be 
distributed from the affected employee’s SEP IRA and returned to 
the employer. The distributed amount is not included in the income 
of the affected employee but is reported on Form 1099-R with a 
taxable amount of zero. 
 

 

 If it’s not feasible to determine what the actual investment results 
would’ve been you can use a reasonable rate of interest such as the 
interest rate used by the Department of Labor’s Voluntary 
Fiduciary Correction Program online calculator and in the 
“Correcting Plan Errors,” we do have a link to that calculator on 
our website. Alternatively if you submit under the Voluntary 
Correction Program we will allow the excess amount be retained in 
the SEP IRA but only if the plan sponsor pays an additional 
compliance fee of 10 percent of the excess amount excluding 
earnings and note that the additional compliance fee will not apply 
if the excess amount is under $100.00. Under both correction 
methods the plan sponsor is not entitled to a deduction for the 
excess contributions and finally we provide suggestions to avoid 
this error. After the initial calculation of allocations based on the 
terms of the SEP Plan document, please check to make sure none 
of the proposed allocations would violate the contribution and 
compensation limitations.  

 
 

 And if there is a problem you can adjust it before you transfer the 
money into a SEP IRA. The Fix-It Guide also provides guidance 
on how the error applies to the three different correction programs 
we discussed earlier. I strongly suggest you take time to visit this 
website.  

 
We do our best to keep you current on the latest retirement-plan 
news. On our homepage you see the website is the first bullet.  
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On the bottom left we have an orange box that provides the latest 
news in retirement and it includes program updates, new law, et 

cetera so I suggest you visit there regularly to get the latest news 
quickly. I highly suggest that you search and bookmark Publication 
560 that we talked about earlier. We also have a newsletter, 
“Employee Plans News.” If you go to our newsletters and our site 
map, click on “Subscribe” and you’re on your way. 

 
 

 We also provide webinars and retirement-plan topics including 
SEP and SIMPLE’s. Click on the “Webinars” link to find out what 
webinars we have coming up. Thank you very much for attending 
this presentation. Do me a favor take care of yourself and take care 
of someone else. Thank you.  

 
[Applause]  

 

[End of Audio] 
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Glossary 

 

Individual Retirement Arrangement (IRA) – An individual account or annuity set up 
with a financial institution, such as a bank or a mutual fund company. Under federal law, 
individuals may set aside personal savings up to a certain amount, and the investments 
grow, tax deferred. In addition, participants can transfer money from an employer 
retirement plan to an IRA when leaving an employer. IRAs also can be part of an 
employer plan. 

Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) – You cannot keep retirement funds in your 
account indefinitely. You generally have to start taking withdrawals from your IRA, 
SIMPLE IRA, SEP IRA, or retirement plan account when you reach age 70½. Roth IRAs 
do not require withdrawals until after the death of the owner. Your required minimum 
distribution is the minimum amount you must withdraw from your account each year. 
You can withdraw more than the minimum required amount. Your withdrawals will be 
included in your taxable income except for any part that was taxed before (your basis) or 
that can be received tax-free (such as qualified distributions from designated Roth 
accounts).  

ROTH -Named for Delaware Senator William Roth and established by the Taxpayer 
Relief Act of 1997, a Roth IRA is an individual retirement plan (a type of qualified 
retirement plan) that bears many similarities to the traditional IRA. The biggest 
distinction between the two is how they're taxed. A Roth IRA is a special retirement 
account where you pay taxes on money going into your account and then all future 
withdrawals are tax free.A Roth IRA is an IRA that, except as explained below, is subject 
to the rules that apply to a traditional IRA. 
You cannot deduct contributions to a Roth IRA. 
If you satisfy the requirements, qualified distributions are tax-free. 
You can make contributions to your Roth IRA after you reach age 70 ½. 
You can leave amounts in your Roth IRA as long as you live. 
The account or annuity must be designated as a Roth IRA when it is set up. 
The same combined contribution limit applies to all of your Roth and traditional IRAs.  
Limits on Roth IRA contributions based on modified AGI. 
Your Roth IRA contribution might be limited based on your filing status and income. 

Simplified Employee Pension Plan (SEP) – A plan in which an employer contributes on 
a tax-favored basis to IRAs owned by its employees. If the employer meets certain 
conditions, it isn't subject to the reporting and disclosure requirements of most retirement 
plans.  

Savings Incentive Match Plan for Employees of Small Employers (SIMPLE) - A plan 
in which a business with 100 or fewer employees can offer retirement benefits through 
employee salary reductions and employer non-elective or matching contributions (similar 
to those found in a 401(k) plan). It can be either a SIMPLE IRA or a SIMPLE 401(k). 
SIMPLE IRA plans impose few administrative burdens on employers because IRAs are 

https://www.irs.gov/retirement-plans/roth-iras
https://www.irs.gov/retirement-plans/traditional-iras
https://www.irs.gov/publications/p590b/index.html
https://www.irs.gov/retirement-plans/plan-participant-employee/retirement-topics-ira-contribution-limits
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owned by the employees, and the bank or financial institution receiving the funds does 
most of the paperwork. While each has some different features, including contribution 
limits and the availability of loans, required employer contributions are immediately 100 
percent vested in both. 
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